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*rmy. And they would pass on information just as fast as they could to the

ilitary authorities. So the Army knew a"bout that Ŝ un Dance down on Red River.

Now that was, just one, one that pertained to the. books. But besides that,

we had other Sun Dance leaders that would Sun Dance in the different part of,

\the\country. One wa,s they had, one that somehow escaped the notice o f the .

i n t e r p r e t s , then of course, the military authorities. One Sun Dance* took

plape, abbut three miles, f(r maybe not quite three miles straight west of Post
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Field,, there at Fort. Sill now, but somehow the people' didn't, and that was
fairly recently. I have seen some of the dancers that took part in that .dance,
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Some of,my relatives took part in that dance. And another Sun Dance took place,
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two or them took place, ^ust recently, fairly recently, that is during the

reservation days,'toward the end of the reservation day. East of where Anadarko

has' a place they call Indian City. It was pointed out to.my father where tHey

"had these (Sun Dances. These were the Hqneyeaters, Comanches that had "these

Sun Dancer, there'I Also, another Sun Dance leader we had, was more known'than *

-most other Comanches, that Jae was a (Comanche word) which is "Birds of the

Head," some*of bis descendants,' I believe, it was an adopted descendant died

fairly recently of old age. He was a .adopted son because this man, I. say

he was adopted son, he was a captive, Mexican, a Mexican captive. His name
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was SeMeno. H£ became an Indian dogtor, a medicine man himself, later on in
life. And we â lso had another one who had Relatives living now. Toh-Sah
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Koh-noh-E, whicli would maybe, prpabably say, Toh-Sah Koh-Hoh-E means the inside

or the living the inside of an object.. And he has relatives'living today

probably know* abouij the grandfather who held Sun Dances. Also another Sun
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Dance leader whoJh^d Sun Dances, one of the Sun Dances held is one we refer "
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to at the. first aboUt where thê  Quanah- White Eagle took part. This Sun
Dance leaders *s name was Goes To See His Son. Several of the books on Comanches
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refer to him because 'he was a fairly well known Comanehe. Now still another .
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